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Wiring Tips

The big cable to the starter is typically American Wire Gauge (AWG) No. ... from exhaust gas temperature gauges, cylin- der head ... strain on them. The bundles ... 
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An example of using grommet and clamp to secure wiring.



Wiring Tips Protecting wiring from sharp edges BY RICHARD KOEHLER



AS OUR PLANES HAVE become more equipped with sophisticated avionics, the wiring becomes more complex and dense. It is imperative that wiring be properly protected from sharp edges and properly supported. Primary wiring in the engine compartment includes the big cable to the starter and smaller wires to and from the alternator. It is best to use Adel clamps (MS21919) to attach the wiring along engine mounts; do not just tie-wrap the bare wire to bare mount tubes. The nylon tie-wraps will not handle the temperatures around cylinders and exhaust pipes, and vibration can cause the tie-wraps to cut through your wires and mount tubes. The big cable to the starter is typically American Wire Gauge (AWG) No. 2 or larger and will require a large swaged-on ring connector. Either you can get a swaging tool (expensive) and track down the right size of ring connector, possibly use locally assembled welding cable, or you can measure and have the cable made by Aircraft Spruce & Specialty or Bogert Aviation, which will cause a time delay for the part to be made and shipped. You may have a similar problem with the output cable of the alternator. This is typically an AWG No. 8 cable, and again it needs a special ring connector (not the standard red, blue, yellow sizes). Once these cables are made, they need to be routed from the ﬁrewall area to the starter and alternator, both on the front of a Lycoming. This will require routing the cables under the cylinders. In this area, you must use Adel-type clamps, not tie-wraps. These clamps are difﬁcult to squeeze closed around the items being clamped. A bolt or screw is inserted in the clamp, and the screw is inserted in a bracket or part of the engine and held on with a high-temperature nut. For the cables in question, this usually is done under the cylinders and above the intake and exhaust tubes, where it is almost impossible to get your hands and tools for access. You think one clamp is difficult? Try doing two. Once the wires emerge from under the cylinders, they are usually routed up the engine mounts, where it is best to use two clamps, one for the mount tube and one for the wires. The trick I have found is to squeeze the
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clamps shut with ﬁngers or pliers and then loop a bit of thin (0.021-inch) safety wire around the clamp and spin it tight. This will hold the clamp almost closed and allow insertion of an attachment screw. Once the screw is loosely held by a nut, the safety wire can be removed and the screw tightened. This process is an absolute necessity for double or triple clamp installations. Remember, you should secure all the wires in the clamp, so ignition leads and wires from exhaust gas temperature gauges, cylinder head temperature gauges, and any other sensors should be tied together in clamps. Thus, you really can’t put on the clamps until the wires are roughly in place; otherwise, you will be redoing your work. While awaiting clamps, you can loosely hold things in place with twist-ties or sacriﬁcial tie-wraps. If you don’t use a clamp, put a cushion under the tie-wrap using either shrink tubing or Uniwrap (self-adhering silicone tape). In the engine compartment where the wire is terminated on studs at major components like the starter, alternator, and relays, the terminal end and stud should be protected by MS25171-type electrical terminal nipples or an equivalent, such as liquid electrical tape. Where the wire comes through the ﬁrewall or a small hole in a bulkhead, it must be protected from chaﬁng with a rubber grommet and, in the case of the ﬁrewall, a ﬁre shield, usually made of stainless steel.



PHOTOGRAPHY BY STEVE CUKIERSKI



TAMING CLAMPS



Begin by looping safety wire over the clamp.



Squeeze the clamp closed as the safety wire is spun tight.



Aircraft Spruce offers many options for sealing holes through the ﬁrewall, but the bottom line is that the ﬁrewall must be just that: a seal to smoke, fumes, and ﬁre. At the same time the wiring and all controls penetrating the ﬁrewall must be suitably protected from chaﬁng and binding. In all other areas the wiring must be protected from chaﬁng and must be supported. The most elegant solution, again, is to use clamps, but they are often difficult to use and impractical. Tie-wraps are acceptable, but the wire must be protected from chaﬁng. Any edge that the wire may come in contact with should be covered with grommet material of some sort. You can buy the good stuff or make your own by splitting something like automotive rubber vacuum hose and gluing it in place with RTV or contact cement. Also, the wire itself can be sleeved with a protective shield, such as used in auto applications. Remember that much of the auto stuff is PVC, which, if there’s an electrical ﬁre, will produce toxic smoke, particularly dangerous at 9,000 feet. The wiring should be laid down as single strands or in bundles that have no strain on them. The bundles should not be pulled tight, nor should there be large droops or swales in the wire runs. They should not be in an area where they will regularly ﬂex, and it is good practice to keep them bound and at least 3 inches from ﬂight controls so there is absolutely no chance of contact. Lastly, wires should never be run under ﬂuid lines. For instance, resist the temptation to tie the fuel quantity sensor wire to the fuel line coming from that tank. Think for a minute: Wiring can get hot. Do you want it saturated with 100LL if it happens to smoke prior to blowing the fuse? Even worse, just imagine a wire shorting out on an aluminum fuel tube.



Visit: www.SonexAircraft.com or call: 920.231.8297



Richard Koehler, EAA 161427, has been an EAA member since 1980. He is an active airframe and powerplant mechanic with inspection authorization, a commercial pilot with instrument and multiengine ratings, and a technical counselor and ﬂight advisor. For more information about aircraft wiring, review Advisory Circular



After wire is tight the clamp is held closed, making screw insertion easy.



43.13-1B/-2B. Aircraft Spruce sells the AC for about $20, or it can be found online at www.FAA.gov.
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service loop wiring service loop wiring service loop wiring - Zoro.com 

direct artificial light that may be on after dark, i.e. through windows or from lighted signs etc. .... L'épaisseur de la surface ne doit pas être supérieure à 0,95 cm.
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Troubleshooting Tips 

procurer en visitant notre site Web à l'adresse www.electromenagersge.ca. ...... adquirir una tira de prueba de agua dura de GE Appliances. Llame al ...
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Troubleshooting Tips 

basket before adding clothes. Step 5. • Press Start to begin the wash cycle. The machine will weigh your clothes and add the proper amount of water. When the ...
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Troubleshooting Tips 

is connected to the “C” (internal blue screened) valve. □ Install or store where ... NOTE: The washer performs automatic system checks after pressing the Start button. Water will flow in 45 ... If the display is active, press to put the washer into s
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Troubleshooting Tips 

are, consult your local or state consumer affairs office or your state's Attorney General. Warrantor: GE ... Order on-line today 24 hours every day. In the US: ...
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Tool Tips 

This being the case, we can no longer be assured that hardware (bolts, nuts, and screws) used on an aircraft are the common. AN or MS standard. For example ...
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Wiring diagram 

A1 A2 A3. Totes. En. B.O. TAIL. C4. B11. B12. B5. B3. B.O. LIGHT. SERV. TAIL. SERV. STOP. MB / GPW WIRING DIAGRAM. Copyright 1996 C.B. Mueller.
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Wiring diagram 

VOLTAGE. REGULATOR. O CD. B. O. TAIL. B AF. D O. B. 0. STOP I. STARTER. FKIL. F2. OO. Au,ILIE. FILTER BOX. GENERATOR. COIL. I. Be 156 E4. O AMP.
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Troubleshooting Tips 

Quantum® Automatic Dishwashing Detergent, and Finish® Jet-Dry® Rinse Aid rinse agents have been approved for use in all GE Appliances dishwashers.
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Troubleshooting Tips 

DO NOT allow children to play on or in this appliance. .... If the washer is running, pressing it once will pause the washer and unlock the ... The chart below will help you match the items to be washed with the best ..... the remaining portion of th
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Wiring Diagram 

(F10 only) Check RTD Sensor Probe & harness. Replace if necessary. If oven is overheating, disconnect power. If oven continues to overheat when the power is.
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Wiring Diagrams 

Wiring Colors for MerCruiser. NOTE: Color codes listed below DO NOT apply to fuel injection system harnesses. BIA COLOR CODE AND ABBREVIATIONS.
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Wiring Diagram 

Practical tip. PLEASE ... effect. In absence of such requirements, it is recommenced to check with local authorities having .... "coanda effect" are recommended.
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WIRING DIAGRAM 

SUPERFICIE CALIENTE. SURFACE CHAUDE. LEGEND 1 / LEYENDA 1 / LEGENDE 1. CODE / CODIGO /. CODE. STYLE / ESTILO / STYLE. CODE. 1. 2. 3. 5. 6.
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Experimental wiring 

Between the two pages, everything you never wanted to know about alrcraft starter wiring is covered. On experimental applications Sky-Tec LS. PM & HT starters ...
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Troubleshooting Tips 

NOTE: Actual cycle times vary based on soil level, water temperature, and options ... AutoSense This cycle automatically senses the soil level and adjusts the ...
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C SERVICE TECH TIPS 

Proper refrigerant charge/service valve diagnostics. - Accumulator and orifice tube replacement guidelines. - Leak detection dye addition recommendations.
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rapidograph care tips 

5. Screw on front section until no gap is visible. 6. Shake only gently to start pen for first use. During the use: To store seal with cap and lay horizontally or put in ...
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Tips for steel tube 

THE SPECTACULAR 320 FAST-BUILD KIT! Save an amazing 700 hrs! The Lancair 320/360 FAST-BUILD kit is the only kit ot its type in the world. With this ...
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Prebuy Inspection Success Tips 

ing number of prebuy inspections I am asked to perform on ... landings initially. The new nosewheel tire presents a different picture altogether. ... whether it is over the phone or in person. ... for a project. Another item I find annoying is hav-.
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Tips & Advies Personeel 

15 juin 2018 - Ã€ dÃ©faut, l'AGO sera annulÃ©e. POUR METTRE EN PRATIQUE .... jours une vÃ©rification, en ligne, sur audition ou sur piÃ¨ces, du respect par ...
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Phoenix Gold Tech Tips 

3. Where the two meet indicates the proper gauge cable. If the distance or power falls between two columms or rows, always round up to the next higher gauge.
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1982 corvette ecm wiring diagram wiring diagrams dbid 2k3lv 
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shop talk Wiring Help 

price anywhere from about $20 to $30. The alligator clips are Radio Shack part number 270-. 356. They have red and black vinyl coverings. I used No. 14 lamp ...
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